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SCIENTIFIC EVENT

STRATEGIES XXI 
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC 

CONFERENCE
“Security and Defence Studies” Panel 

 28-30 June 2022

In the academic year 2021-2022, the STRATEGIES XXI International 
Scientific Conference was held between 28-30 June, in a hybrid format, under the 
joint patronage of the Centre for Defence and Security Strategic Studies (CDSSS), 
the Faculty of Security and Defence, the Faculty of Command and Staff, and the 
Doctoral School of the “Carol I” National University of Defence. 

The scientific event was conducted entirely in English and comprised four 
panels, each assigned to organisational structures, aimed at providing a forum for 
the academic exchange of ideas, opinions and communication of the latest results of 
scientific research in the field of security and defence. 

This year’s edition of the CDSSS-led panel held on 30 June 2022, entitled 
Security and Defence Studies, encompassed four thematic frameworks for debate, 
as follows: 

- Concepts and Theories in Security and Defence Studies;
- Resilience and good governance;
- Areas of strategic interest  ̶  global trends;
- Armed Forces and Society.
The conference panel was divided into two debate sessions. The first session 

featured papers focusing on topics such as: civilian-military cooperation, multi-
domain military operations, strategic aerospace approach, space industry, the 
Ukrainian refugee wave, Romania’s resilience in the current security context, 
“chokepoints” concept for the 21st century, cohesion crisis, strategic compass, 
strategic concept, strategic autonomy, the Russian-Ukrainian war, nuclear weapons, 
nuclear conflict, social organisation, societal collapse, strategic migration, European 
public opinion, economic sanctions, Russian economy, European economy, etc. 
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The second session was marked by the organization of the Round Table “The 
impact of Russian Federation invasion in Ukraine on the regional security”, during 
which the events generated by the new geopolitical and geostrategic reality in the 
Eastern neighbourhood were objectively debated and analysed, focusing on several 
of its dimensions, political, military, legal, economic, social and informational. The 
event focused on open discussions between the Romanian participants, but also with 
foreign representatives from corresponding institutions, namely: Mr. Pavel Pavel 
Anastasov, Programme Manager, Defence Institution and Capacity Building, NATO 
Headquarters, Belgium; Lecturer János Besenyő, PhD, Óbuda University, Hungary; 
Research Scientist Tamás Csiki Varga, PhD, Institute for Strategic and Defence 
Studies of the National University of Public Service, Budapest, Hungary; Associate 
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Professor Josef Procházka, PhD, Brno Defence University, Czech Republic;  Colonel 
Andrzej Lis, Director of the Doctrine and Training Centre of the Polish Armed 
Forces, and Research Scientist Mario Marinov, University of Library Studies and 
Information Technologies, Bulgaria. 

The large-scale activity was honoured this time by the large attendance, scientific 
contribution and valuable involvement of the participants. Thus, the scientific 
event achieved its main objectives by expressing views and communicating the 
latest research results in the field of security and defence, crisis management and 
conflict prevention, information systems and cyber security, military history, public 
international law, contemporary military phenomena, and related fields. 

Information about forthcoming events organized by the CDSSS can be found 
on the website, under scientific events, at https://cssas.unap.ro/ro/manifestari.htm
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